
 

GREG GAINES, LUTFC, CLU 

Speaker / Trainer 
 
Greg Gaines is a speaker, sales coach and trainer for agents and team members for Financial Services with an 
emphasis on Life Insurance. There is tremendous need for simplifying the process and increasing sales and 
confidence and that’s Greg’s specialty. 

Greg was an agent with New York Life for 8 years and enjoyed the following results:  

 He was Rookie of the Year,  
 A multi-year traveler--including his first 6-months of the business— 
 And a consistent Centurion serving over 100 families a year with Life Insurance.   

 
Greg was recruited to State Farm and took the fast track holding three positions in three years including: 

 
 Supervisor of Financial Services for the State of Florida  
 Later moving to the role of Field Sales Associate (FSA).  He developed his territory into consistently 

being in the top 5 position for FSA’s in the enterprise and was a consistent traveler.   
 Greg has a huge passion for life insurance, but he was also the number one FSA in qualifying for the 

Mutual Fund Leaders program.  He was the only FSA to ever qualify for 5 years, and he did it 
consecutively including one year as the only FSA in the enterprise to qualify and was invited into the 
Florida Chairman’s Circle Study group. 

 
Since leaving State Farm, Greg operates his own Sales coaching and training platform; Team Sales 
Coach.  Prior to Financial Services, he enjoyed a very diverse career path: 
 

 Spending over 20 years in broadcasting and as an on-air talent for both radio and television.   
 He is an accomplished public speaker and is quite comfortable engaging and sharing from the heart with 

an audience.   
 While sales and sales training is what he does, Greg’s true strength is actually listening and his super-

power is providing clarity with making the complex simple and loves to inspire others along the way.   
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Greg Gaines CLU, LUTCF 

Team Sales Coach 
9526 B2 Argyle Forest Blvd, Suite 316 

Jacksonville, FL 32222 
Phone:  (904) 832-6526 

Email:  greg@TeamSalesCoach.com 
Web:   www.TeamSalesCoach.com 



 
 
What others are saying about Greg’s Life Options Training: 
 
Results from agents and Team members following the training 
 
 The charts are amazing takeaways.  I loved how it was simplistic but powerful and that you shared actual 

tools for us to use.   
~Jan Steimel Chairman Circle Agent 

 
 "I used your template with two cases this week and closed $9,304 in combined premium.  Thanks for the great 

tool!" 
~ Agent Chris Semens, Florida Chairman Circle Study group 

 
 This takes all of the guess work out, I can just take it right out of the box and run with it without having to 

figure out how to make it work!  
~Jose Agent Aspirant of Chairman Circle Agent Tony Lopez – wrote a $6,500 case the next day using the 
training. 

 
 I used your process again today and closed $364 monthly premium case and SHE ASKED for a Life meeting for 

her ex-husband and current boyfriend.  Thanks again Greg! 
~Tyler Agent Aspirant of Chairman Circle Agent John Shaffer 

 
 I was nervous about Life insurance so I didn’t focus on it.  I only sold 2 policies in the past year, but your course 

just showed me how simple it is and I sold 3 policies in 4 days. 
~Nicole Fire Specialist Team Member of Chairman Circle Agent Amanda Chase office 

 
 Greg, I had such an awesome day on Friday.  I met with this couple who were really looking for ways to save 

money, but I wound up running your process instead and they understood it immediately.  They said that term 
didn’t make sense for them and I showed them what permanent insurance would do for them and their kids 
and they said we’ll take all 5 of them!  We wrote 5 permanent polices for the husband, wife and 3 kids and the 
entire meeting took less than 45-minutes and they were happy about it. 
~Costa H. Team Member  

 
 From: Shannon Hudson <shannon.hudson.fgv6@statefarm.com>  

Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2019 11:06 AM 
To: greg@TeamSalesCoach.com 
Subject: Triple Play & Term Conversion Templates 

 
Good Morning! 

 
I wanted to send you an email to update you on how your conversation is working for me-- I’ve used the triple 
play and term conversion templates over the past couple weeks, but mostly the conversion only because that’s 
the appointments I already had scheduled. 

 
I met a client last week for a Term Conversion Apt: He’s in his early 30’s- single & no kids. We have a $250k 20 
year term for him. I showed him the conversion options and he loved the idea of converting, especially for the 
Cash Value, and the template just made it so much easier to compare the policies. We ended up converting 
$100k to a 20 pay and keeping the additional $150k in term coverage. We went ahead and set it up to convert 
the rest of the term coverage in the fall after his car is paid off and he has some extra cash each month.  

Usually I find that Life Apt’s with young single client’s is very hard to have them see any need, but this set it up 
to where he understood immediately the why behind the coverage I was presenting. 



I met with a young couple yesterday who just recently had their first baby & they just opened a business and 
are self-employed. I wrote a $100k 20 year term policy on them 4 years ago and I remember at that time they 
were being money sensitive and purchasing the coverage just to “have something”. I reached out about 
converting while they still had premium credits available, again, I showed them the conversion template as 
well as the triple play option and we ended up converting both existing term policies to $100k whole life and 
adding $1,000,000 20 year term policies on both of them. Once they realized (how term works) they 
immediately said “that doesn’t make sense for us to do that”.  

 
(Your system) just makes it so much easier for the client to understand the difference in the policies- and it 
helps prepare the client for potential conversions in the future. 
~Shannon Hudson Team member  

 
 

 
Team Member Reviews (This is just a sample, they all rated the training a 5 out of 5) 
 
So what did you think about the training?  
 

 This was hands down THE best bootcamp / life class I have ever attended!  5 * rating   
 Everything about this training was wonderful! From the stories, to the simplicity of proposing our options 

to our customers.  
 I love how everything is streamlined into one clean and neat chart and easy for our customers to 

understand, a huge game changer for me!   
 Keeping things simple was probably my favorite take away. As well as “your closing line” 
 I loved the simplicity of it. I never would have thought that life insurance did not have to be complicated. 

I, myself, have pushed off the idea of it because I was scared to talk about it.  
 I liked how motivating it was! I also thought role playing in class was a great idea to help it stick! 
 I really liked how you slowed things down for me, simplified things and helping me understand that I am the 

Advocate 
 The Class was great yesterday I like the way you simplified the Triple Play without the Illustrations. What I 

liked best is the way you made it seem so no nonsense,  
 I love the breakdown of the common expenses that every family budgets for in contrast to life 

insurance.  I especially liked the Options diagram and the closing phrase. 
 Understanding the importance of WHY we do it this way. 
 I’m sure you hear this over and over but I’ll say it again… the SIMPLICITY. It’s great for new team members 

to get over the fear of starting the life conversation but also for seasoned sales reps to get back to the 
basics.  

 I liked how simple you made it, it takes away the confusion like you mentioned and in my mind just shows 
the best parts to help clients see the overall picture.   

 Dealing with Dave Ramsey mindset 
 I loved how simple it was.  From the time it takes to go over the triple play to just how easy it is to 

understand.  I am very interested in seeing something tailored to our more senior clientele.   
 I felt that I could truly come back and practice what we learned! 
 Overall training was clear and to the point. And then bringing it full circle with tools we can immediately use.  
 I really enjoyed it. My favorite part was when you talked about how we’re practicing fears instead of 

speaking to them.  
 I loved the charts and the way it was explained.  The way the objectives customers always provide and how 

to overcome them was explained very well. 

 The simplicity of the process and yet how powerful it was. 


